A Guide to Selections from the Art on Campus Collection

Iowa State University is home to the largest campus public art program in the United States. Over 600 major public works of art by significant Iowa, national and international artists, are located across campus in buildings, courtyards, and open spaces. Most outdoor public works of art can be viewed at any time, interior works of art can be viewed during the individual building’s open hours.

1. Whirlwind by Stanton Sears and Andrea Myklebust
2. The Zodiac by William T. Proudfoot
3. Fountain of the Four Seasons by Christian Petersen
4. Untitled by Julius Schmidt
5. Ice Blue by John Henry
6. Bravo III by Bill Barrett
7. Escalata I by Manuel Neri
8. Dean’s Gallery, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
9. Through The Day and Night, Germination; From Winter To Spring by Richard Leet
10. Field by Corinne Udmon; All the Way Home by Julie Chang
11. History of Dairying by Julie Chang
12. Farm House Museum
13. Forest Flora and Knoll Garden by Priscilla Sage
14. Rhythm Grid and Unsettled Rhythms by David Luck
15. Looking Back, Lining Ahead, Cultivating Knolledge Now by Sticks, Inc.
16. Tulip by Karen Strohbeen and William Luchsinger
17. Janus Agri Altar by Beverly Pepper
18. Untitled Murals I & II by Richard Haas
19. Twice Sown by Tom Stancilffe: George Washington Carver by Christian Petersen
20. Interior Garden by Gina Crandell and Mira Engler
22. She Was The Best Listener by Ingrid Liligren
23. Enlightenment by Gail Kristensen
24. Madonna of the Prairie by Christian Petersen
25. One, Now, All by Norie Sato
26. Joy Fountain by Christian Petersen
27. Marriage Ring by Christian Petersen [original inside MacKay Hall]
28. Border Crossing by Luis Jimenez
29. Aeolianismites by Tom Askman
30. Procession by Michaela Mahady
31. Forward by William King
32. z=1/e+m=n+h+z by Norie Sato
33. G-name Project by Andrew Leicester
34. Lingo By Mark Moulton
35. Link by Jack Wilkes
36. Sequence by John Douglas Jennings
37. The Math by Mac Adams
38. Memory, Echo, Passage by Ltr. Albuquerque
39. Inferences Drawn by Bill Barnes and Tom Rosborough
40. Garden of Stone and Light by Keith Achehopli
41.Bond and Inquisitor by Seymour Lipton
42. The Pencil Drawing by Johnathan Cramer
43. Hub and Arc by Seymour Lipton
44. Floating Word by Ralph Helmick
45. Light River by Ray King
46. A Public Perception by Terry Allen
47. Learning to Fly by Eric Sealine
48. Three Athletes by Christian Petersen
49. Moving Between Two Processes by David Dahlquist and Rebecca Ekstrand
50. Carom by Bruce White
51. Air Spiral by Susan Flume and Tom Stancilffe
52. Oil Painting #2, Memory Series by Bill Barrett
53. Music Played for Personal Enjoyment by Byron Burford
54. Untitiled Triptych by Charlotte Cain
55. George Washington Carver by Christian Petersen
56. Glass Garden by Marty Grund
57. Transformation by Albert Paley
58. Panthers by Christian Petersen
59. Mujer Pegada Series No. 1 by Manuel Neri
60. Reclining Nudes by Christian Petersen
61. Epilogue by Harriet Bart
62. Anderson Sculpture Garden (artwork changes)
63. Left-Sided Angel by Stephen DeSaebler
64. Library Boy and Girl by Christian Petersen
65. Breaking the Prairie by Grant Wood
66. When Tillage Begins, Other Arts Follow by Grant Wood
67. Unlimited Possibilities by Doug Shelton
68. Shoulders of Giants by Nina deCrefft Ward
69. Stride by William King
70. Conversations by Christian Petersen
71. A Celebration of the Iowa Prairie by Sticks, Inc.
72. What We Love About Ames and What We Love About Iowa by Sticks, Inc.
73. Fifth Muse by Norie Sato
74. Jack Trice by Christopher Bennett
75. Wild Goose Chase by Carol Braaksma
76. Light Projecting Helices by Ray King
77. I Will! The Jack Trice Legacy by Ed Dwight
78. We Shall Know Iowa State by it’s Myriad Parts by Sticks, Inc.
79. Ripple by Ann Gardner
80. Elements of Eruption by Rebecca Ekstrand and Tom Rosborough
81. Ginro-no-kigou (Silver Code) by Ryokichi Mukai

Art on Campus at Reiman Gardens:
Totems by Ted Sitting Crow Garner
Joy II by Christian Petersen
Dikhatamia by Tom Stancilffe
Pediment by Tom Stancilffe
Shop by Nina deCrefft Ward

Visitors are also encouraged to visit the Lloyd Veterinary Medical Center to view additional public art by Christian Petersen, Sticks Inc., Gwynn Murrill, and Michaela Mahady.

For more information regarding these selections and others from the Art on Campus Collection, visit www.museums.iastate.edu